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I. INTRODUCTION

A small city-state with a total landmass of approximately 682.7 square

kilometers,1 Singapore does not enjoy an abundance of natural resources

and faces many physical or geographical limitations. It is therefore gene-

rally recognized that Singapore is not in a position to harness renewable

sources such as wind and water to meet its energy needs and Singapore
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is likely to remain dependent on fossil fuels to meet the bulk of its

energy needs.2

Given its limited energy options, Singapore’s approach towards re-

newable energies is necessarily different from that of most other coun-

tries. Countries which are keen to increase their use of renewable ener-

gies focus their attention on developing institutional frameworks and

policies (on both the demand and supply side) to encourage or facilitate

the same. Such countries will be exploring issues such as the introduc-

tion of incentive schemes to render investment in renewable energies

more attractive, domestic energy policies such as legal guarantees for

access to the electricity distribution grids, guaranteed feed-in tariffs and

renewable energy quotas and portfolio standards. Some countries such

as China have introduced renewable energy legislation with the aim of

accelerating market growth. Singapore, however, views renewable

energy not as a potential direct user (at least not on a significant scale).

The attention of Singapore’s policymakers is therefore not likely to be

on policy tools and regulatory measures to encourage the development

of a domestic market in renewable energies. Instead, it appears that Sin-

gapore envisages itself playing a “middleman” role in providing anci-

llary support, such as access to capital markets and financing, for the

development of renewable energies in the Southeast Asian region. Le-

veraging on its existing research and development (R&D) capabilities,

Singapore also appears to have identified R&D in renewable energies

as a way to contribute to the global effort to promote renewable ener-

gies. It is, at the same time, an economic opportunity. Singapore has

identified environmental and water technologies as a key strategic re-

search sector and has set aside some 330 million Singapore dollars to

fund research and development in environmental technologies, which
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2 Minister for the Environment and Water Resources Yaacob Ibrahim was quoted as

saying “Singapore has limited options to change energy sources. We have to rely on fos-

sil fuel, and if the phase of environmental demands following the Kyoto Protocol are too

strict, our businesses will be affected.” Source: Matthew Phan, “Singapore Launches

Energy Association, Other Measures”, 13 de julio de 2006 (The Business Times, Singa-

pore). In “Singapore’s National Climate Change Strategy”, a consultation paper by the

Ministry of Environment and Water Resources, it is stated that “We are heavily depen-

dent on imported fossil fuels and have limited scope to explore renewable energy sources

to meet our domestic energy needs”, párrafo 1.8, http://www.mewr.gov.sg/nccs/index.htm



would include renewable energies.3 Finally, the Kyoto Protocol came

into force in Singapore on 11 July 2006.4 The Protocol’s mechanisms

offer significant opportunities to advance renewable energies. Conver-

sely, renewable energy projects present opportunities for Singapore in-

vestors who wish to take advantage of the Protocol mechanisms such as

the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). Each of these factors will

be explored in detail below. However, an understanding of Singapore’s

energy scenario is necessary before we can analyse Singapore’s posi-

tion in relation to renewable energies.

II. SINGAPORE’S ENERGY PROFILE

Singapore is heavily dependent on fossil fuels to meet its energy

needs. In 2003, 60.8% of electricity generation in Singapore was fuelled

by piped natural gas while 34.6% was fuelled by oil.5 Soaring oil prices

and the significant knock-on effects on the economy, amongst other fac-

tors, have pushed Singapore towards reducing its reliance on oil. The

electricity generation sector was encouraged to convert to greater use of

natural gas in the production of electricity. Another factor pushing to-

wards greater use of natural gas in power generation is the on-going de-

regulation or liberalization of the energy sector in Singapore.6 The libe-
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that have been taken to liberalise the electricity sector in Singapore, see the chapter on

Singapore in the “APEC Energy Overview” (December 2005), Asia Pacific Energy Re-

search Centre (APERC) of the Institute of Energy Economics, Japan, prepared for the

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Secretariat.



ralization efforts have introduced competition amongst the electricity

generation companies (“gencos”). In order to stay competitive in the face

of high oil prices, the gencos turned to natural gas as an oil substitute. By

late 2005, about 80% of Singapore’s energy is produced from piped

natural gas from Malaysia and Indonesia.

Singapore’s government has recently announced its decision to import

liquefied natural gas (LNG) from 2012 onwards. This would make it the

first country in Southeast Asia to do so. This measure is being taken to

cut Singapore’s over-reliance on piped natural gas from Malaysia and

Indonesia and to meet the rising domestic demand for electricity.7

Renewable energy, in contrast, currently plays a very minor role in

meeting Singapore’s energy needs. In 2003, renewable energy comprised

0.6% of Singapore’s Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES).8 As will be

discussed in more detail below, initiatives are underway to increase Sin-

gapore’s use of renewable energy. Being in the equatorial belt, solar

energy might hold the most potential for Singapore amongst the various

renewable energy sources.

III. RECENT SURGE OF INTEREST IN RENEWABLE ENERGIES

Recent months have witnessed a surge of interest in renewable ener-

gies in Singapore. This surge of interest in renewable energies coincides

with the coming into force of the Kyoto Protocol in Singapore. As Singa-
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7 See Erica Tay, “S’pore Opts for LNG to Diversify Power Sources”, 8 de agosto de
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chain. North-western Australia and the Middle East gulf are likely LNG supply sources.

In contrast, regional LNG producers such as Indsonesia, Malaysia and Brunei face diffi-

culties expanding beyond existing output in terms of available reserves. See Andrew

Symon, “Singapore stands to gain as regional import hub for LNG”, 5 de agosto de 2006

(The Straits Times (Singapore)).

8 Singapore – Shares of TPES (2003), International Energy Agency (IEA) Statistics,

http://www.iea.org/statistics



pore is now formally a participant in the key multilateral regime to tackle

climate change, it has to concertedly address climate change issues such

as energy efficiency, reducing its carbon dioxide emissions (amongst the

other greenhouse gases)9, etc. Renewable energies present energy effi-

ciency and carbon mitigation opportunities and therefore, are naturally

considered an essential component of a country’s climate change stra-

tegy. In Singapore’s case, given its limited capacity to harness renewable

energies, it appears that the policy direction is not towards developing a

domestic renewable energy market per se but towards aiding the deve-

lopment of renewable energies elsewhere in the region. In this regard,

Singapore has plans to make itself a regional centre for backing renewa-

ble energy projects and to become an environmental financing hub for

the Asian region in general.10 The recent launch of the Renewable

Energy Exchange in Singapore by the Austrian-based non-governmental

organization, the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership

(REEEP) and Singapore’s signing up to membership of this organization

are steps in this direction.11

1. Renewable Energy Exchange

The Renewable Energy Exchange is the first such initiative by the

REEEP. The REEEP traditionally provides assistance to governments in

reviewing and analyzing policy measures and renewable energy legisla-

tion, amongst its other areas of work. It also receives proposals for po-

tential renewable energy projects and a select few would receive direct

funding by the organization itself. However, it was soon realized that the

REEEP could play a more strategic role by acting as an intermediary.

Rather than financing projects directly, which the REEEP could only do

on a limited basis given funding limitations and other donor considera-

tions, the REEEP was well placed to play the “matchmaker” between po-

tential investors and potential project developers. Potential investors are
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often on the lookout for profitable and viable investment opportunities.

However, apart from the specialized few with a specific interest in so-

cially responsible investment or sustainable development/ “green” in-

vestment, the majority of potential investors tend to shy away from rene-

wable energy projects which are perceived to be riskier and to have less

predictable revenue returns. The REEEP seeks to address this concern by

conducting basic due diligence on potential projects so that, at least on a

preliminary basis, the projects that are introduced to potential investors

have investment potential. On the other hand, project developers are of-

ten in search for equity investors and joint venture partners. The REEEP

plays the “matchmaker” by introducing potential investors to these pro-

ject developers.12

Singapore was chosen as the base for the Renewable Energy Exchan-

ge for the following reasons: the country’s stable political climate, the

presence of large financial institutions and potential investors in Singa-

pore, the country’s linkages to the rest of the Southeast Asian region,

amongst other factors. Singapore’s location vis-à-vis the Southeast Asian

region was a relatively significant factor as the REEEP had identified

Southeast Asia as the focus of its attention.13 It was identified that India

and China are relatively more mature renewable energy markets and the-

refore are also better served. Similarly, the South American countries ha-

ve also benefited from the presence of relatively more comprehensive

institutional infrastructure, including private sector investors, non-go-

vernmental organizations which are involved in renewable energies, in-

ter-governmental funding agencies, etc. In comparison, there is still

much untapped potential for renewable energies as well as a lack of insti-

tutional infrastructure in the Southeast Asian countries. There is also gro-

wing interest in Southeast Asian countries to tap the potential of renewa-

ble energies in light of soaring oil prices.14 Against this background, the

Renewable Energy Exchange seeks to promote potential renewable

energy projects in Southeast Asia. It appears that Singapore companies

have expressed interest in investing in such projects and have welcomed
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12 Interview with dr. Mike Allen, Director, the Renewable Energy Exchange (Asia)

Private Ltd (on file with author).

13 Idem.

14 “ASEAN calls for more renewable energy use amid high oil prices”, AFX News,

27 July 2006, http://www.forbes.com/home/feeds/afx/2006/07/27/afx2908185.html



the establishment of the Renewable Energy Exchange. Further, there are

some small-scale renewable energy project developers in Singapore

which are keen to tap on the Exchange’s expertise.

2. Singapore as an Environmental Financing Hub

Another aspect of Singapore’s interest in renewable energies is in the

provision of financing services for renewable energy projects. In this re-

gard, Singapore has plans to develop itself as an environmental financial

hub in general.

As was recently expressed by Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, Minister for the

Environment and Water Resources, “Singapore, with its inherent experti-

se in financial services, is well positioned as a hub for environmental fi-

nancing”.15 Singapore has long been a key financial centre in the Asian

region. There are more than 500 local and foreign financial institutions

offering a wide array of financial products and services.16 The local

equity and debt capital markets are fairly mature and many global com-

panies have operations in Singapore to take advantage of the depth and

liquidity that these markets offer. Singapore is the fourth largest foreign

exchange trading centre in the world. The Singapore Exchange (SGX) is

Asia-Pacific’s first de-mutualised and integrated securities and derivati-

ves exchange and many of Asia’s largest companies are listed on the

SGX. The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is the regulatory aut-

hority that has oversight of all aspects of monetary, banking and finan-

cial activities in Singapore and is reputed for its prudential supervision

which has, amongst other things, been credited as one of the reasons

behind Singapore’s ability to weather the Asian economic crisis in the

1990s.17 Singapore is therefore well-placed to provide financial support

services for renewable energy projects. It is also a natural candidate as a

source of equity and debt financing for projects in the region. Singapo-
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re’s potential as an environmental financing hub has already attracted

companies such as Asia Carbon to set up their regional headquarters in

Singapore. Of interest would be the Asia Carbon Fund, an equity fund

that is primarily focused on funding power generation projects using re-

newable energy technologies in the Asian region which have the capacity

to generate carbon credits under the Kyoto Protocol and the European

Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS).18 The presence of such en-

tities in Singapore bodes well for the development of renewable energy

financing and renewable energy technologies in general.

However, it should be noted that renewable energy financing is a rela-

tively specialized area of project financing, which itself is a specialized

field. One concern is the relative lack of experience and knowledge

about renewable energy financing in Singapore. For example, it is likely

that in assessing the financial viability of a renewable energy project,

conventional financing models and accounting treatment would be used.

This usually results in renewable energy projects being deemed riskier

because of its less predictable revenue returns, the high cost of techno-

logy, and the absence of economies of scale, amongst other factors. Ho-

wever, the balance is shifted in favour of renewable energy projects

when full-cost accounting is adopted. Full-cost accounting would incor-

porate factors such as the projected costs of climate change, the costs of

fuel imports and fuel price volatility, and other environmental, social,

economic and security impacts of various technology options on a li-

fe-cycle basis. The concern is that the lack of knowledge in this field

would hamper Singapore’s efforts to develop as an environmental finan-

cing hub as well as prove detrimental to the development of renewable

energies in the region. In this regard, the REEEP and the Exchange have

identified capacity building as an important component of its work in

Singapore and the Southeast Asian regions. Efforts are underway to con-

duct training and information exchange sessions for the financial sector

in Singapore.19 It can be argued that the present lack of know-how in re-
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lation to environmental financing can be easily remedied. The more cru-

cial factor may be the interest of the financial services industry in inves-

ting time and resources to develop environmental financing services to

support renewable energy projects. At present, banks and other lending

institutions may not see the benefits of extending lending facilities to re-

newable energy projects which tend to be small in scale. Syndicated

loans and other financing arrangements also require projects to be of cer-

tain value so as to be viable. In some countries, this difficulty with limi-

ted financing options is alleviated by the presence of micro-credit sche-

mes, public-private partnerships, funds set up by the government to

extend low interest rate lending to renewable energy project developers

as a form of indirect assistance, etc. Presently, such options are limited in

Singapore. Policy makers ought to consider such possibilities to attract

private sector capital to renewable investments.

Synergy between the promotion of renewable energy financing (and

environmental financing in general) and other niche financial services

may also be pursued in Singapore. Islamic or shari’ah financing is a case

in point.20 Alongside private wealth management, Islamic banking has

been identified as a potential growth area for the financial services in-

dustry in Singapore.21 The provision of shari’ah- compliant financial ins-

truments is viewed as one way of attracting fund flows from the Middle

East, which has seen surplus savings partly due to soaring oil prices. Rene-

wable energy projects, like most infrastructure projects, lend themselves

readily to Islamic financing arrangements. The possibilities of tapping into

Islamic financial products as a source of financing for renewable projects

ought to be explored.
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commercial activities is that Islam expressly forbids the giving or receiving of interest as
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News Asia, 29 de septiembre de 2005.



3. Research and Development

The promotion of R&D is always crucial for the advancement of the

technologies themselves and for determining the optimal application of

the technologies in market environments. In Singapore, research into re-

newable energy technologies has been undertaken jointly between the

National Environmental Agency and tertiary institutions since the early

1990s.22 In 2001 and 2003 respectively, two new schemes were introdu-

ced to provide capital grants to private sector companies which wish to

undertake pilot projects. Interestingly, while these projects may be for

the promotion of renewable energies, the criteria employed in assessing

whether the projects ought to receive funding is “environmental sustaina-

bility”. Thus, these two schemes cannot be said to be introduced solely to

promote renewable energies.

Recently, in July 2006, the government announced that it would be

setting aside some 330 million Singapore dollars to fund R&D in envi-

ronmental technologies. This is in tandem with the efforts of invest-

ment/trade agencies such as International Enterprise Singapore (formerly

the Singapore Trade Development Board) and the Economic Develop-

ment Board to boost Singapore’s private sector capabilities on energy ef-

ficiency and renewable energy. One such initiative is the launch of the

iPartners Consortium on Solar Energy by IE Singapore.23 Growing inte-

rest in solar technologies has led to the formation of this consortium of

Singapore companies to band together to venture abroad to serve the so-

lar photovoltaic markets in Asia and the Middle East. The consortium’s

present capabilities include solar system integration, the supply of raw

materials, cables manufacture and legal services. The consortium has al-

so signed a Memorandum of Understanding with REEEP to cooperate in

the promotion of various energy systems, sharing of best practices, and

raising the profile of local and regional projects, etc. Another private sec-

tor initiative that was recently launched in July 2006 is the Sustainable

Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS). SEAS will serve as the lead

industry association of Singapore companies in relation to issues of cli-
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mate change, renewable energies and sustainable development.24 It will

also serve as a platform for dialogue and cooperation with the public sec-

tor, academia and similar associations abroad.

4. Solar energy

Located in the equatorial belt, solar energy is widely available in Sin-

gapore. Solar thermal energy appears to be rather cost effective and its

use is being encouraged both in public buildings and private residences.

There has been a resurgence of interest in solar photovoltaic technologies

in recent years but the main issue remains cost (both in the short term

and long term), rather than availability. Hopes are being placed on nano-

technologies and non- or low- silicon technologies to provide longer

term viability and sustainability. A number of test beds for solar photo

voltaics can be found in Singapore, largely in public buildings.

5. Biomass/Bio energy

Presently, all incinerable waste that is not recovered, reused or recycled

is sent to large scale waste-to-energy incineration plants operated by the

National Environmental Agency. The biomass in Singapore’s municipal

waste consists mainly of wood waste, horticultural waste, food waste and

waste paper. Two companies in Singapore, M/s ECO-IEE Pte Ltd and M/s

Bee Joo Industries Pte Ltd have biomass cogeneration plants. The ECO

cogeneration plant has a turbine capacity of 0.53 MW and uses wood was-

te as fuel. The Bee Joo cogeneration plant has a turbine capacity of 1.0

MW and uses wood waste and horticulture waste as fuel.

By 2007, the first bio-methanisation and renewable energy plant will

be established in Singapore.25 It will also be the first of its kind in Asia.

The 60 million Singapore dollars facility, IUT Global, will specialise in

recovering and converting food and other organic waste into biogas and

compost materials. The biogas, which will include methane, will be used

to generate electricity. The plant will initially have a treatment capacity
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25 “Waste treatment plant in Tuas to turn food waste into power and money”, 15 de

septiembre de 2005, Channel News Asia.



of 300 tonnes per day, with a possible future expansion to a capacity of

up to 800 tonnes per day. According to an estimate by the National Envi-

ronment Agency, IUT Global’s plant has the potential to increase Singa-

pore’s food waste recycling rate from the current 6% to about 25%.26

This means that, potentially, the facility may also help Singapore achieve

its food waste recycling target of 30% by 2012. Presently, out of the

13 000 tons of waste per day, food waste amount to some 1500 tons per

day. The amount of food waste is expected to rise in the future as the

food and beverage industry as well as domestic population are growing.

The tertiary institutions in Singapore are also conducting R&D in this

area as it is believed that there is large potential in this region as there are

many bio-resources for both bio-ethanol production (the above being an

example of such) and bio-diesel production (from palm oil).27

IV. THE KYOTO PROTOCOL

1. Introduction to the Kyoto Protocol

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC) is the key multilateral environmental agree-

ment in relation to climate change. While the UNFCCC places broad

obligations (which are largely non-legally binding) on signatories to tac-

kle climate change, the Kyoto Protocol goes further and gives “teeth” to

the climate change regime by committing Annex I parties28 to legally

binding quantified green house gas (GHG)29 emission reduction targets

and a timetable for their achievement.
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26 Speech by Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, Minister for the Environment and Water Resour-

ces, at the Ground Breaking Ceremony of IUT Global Pte Ltd’s Bio-Methanisation and

Renewable Energy Plant, 15 September 2005; online: National Climate Change Commit-

tee www.nccc.gov.sg

27 Email interview with Associate Professor Ho Hiang Kwee, Director of Energy

Systems Laboratory and Associate Professor, School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engi-

neering, Nanyang Technological University (on file with author).

28 These are mostly developed countries, so known as “Annex I parties” because

they are listed in Annex I to the Kyoto Protocol.

29 The six gases covered by the emission reduction commitments of the Annex I Par-

ties as set out in Annex A of the Kyoto Protocol are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous

oxide, hydroflurocarbons, perflurocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride.



Article 3(1) sets out the basic obligation accepted by Annex I parties.

It states that Annex I parties “shall, individually or jointly, ensure that

their anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of the GHGs

listed in Annex A do not exceed their assigned amounts”. The commit-

ments under the Protocol vary from nation to nation as set out in Annex

B of the Protocol. The overall 5 per cent target for developed countries is

to be met through cuts (from 1990 levels) of 8% in the European

Union30, Switzerland, and most Central and East European states; 6% in

Canada; 6% in Hungary, Japan, and Poland; while New Zealand, Russia,

and Ukraine are to stabilize their emissions.

To compensate for the sting of these “binding targets”, as they are ca-

lled, the so-called “flexible mechanisms” were introduced to assist par-

ties to achieve these targets in a flexible and cost-efficient manner. These

flexible mechanisms are joint implementation, emissions trading and the

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). The rationale underpinning the-

se three mechanisms is the same: Due to the unlocalised nature of carbon

dioxide (which is the most prevalent GHG), it does not matter for the en-

vironment where reduction of emissions occur. At the same time, the

cost of reducing emissions in developing countries is significantly lower

than that in industralised countries. Therefore, there is a strong market

incentive to abate emissions where it is cheaper. Credits will be issued to

reflect the emission reductions, which can then be used by parties to meet

their emission targets.

2. The Clean Development Mechanism

The objective of the CDM is “to assist Parties not included in Annex I

in achieving sustainable development and in contributing to the ultimate

objective of the Convention, and to assist Parties included in Annex I in

achieving compliance with their… commitments under Article 3”.

In simplified terms, the CDM works in the following way: Annex I

countries invest in projects (directly or indirectly) that cut or avoid emis-

sions in non-Annex I countries and are awarded credits that can be ap-
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plied to meeting their own emissions targets. The non-Annex I countries

benefit from free infusion or transfer of advanced (and environmentally

sound) technology and investment that promotes sustainable develop-

ment. The CDM has drawn extensive interest and steps have been taken

to put it into operation even before the Protocol takes effect. In particu-

lar, it is a cost-effective and flexible means for industrialized countries to

meet their targets as well as presents investment opportunities for deve-

loping countries. Ultimately, the global environment also benefits.

Renewable energy projects lend themselves well to being approved as

CDM projects because they prima facie meet the key criteria of additiona-

lity and sustainable development. In relation to additionality, CDM project

activities must result in reducing or absorbing (sequestering) GHGs that

are real and measurable and would not have occurred in the absence of

the proposed project activity. In other words, to qualify for credits, a pro-

ject activity must demonstrate that GHG emissions were reduced against

the “baseline scenario,” a representation of GHG emissions under normal

circumstances. As for the sustainable development criterion, proposed

CDM project activities must demonstrate their contributions to environ-

mental integrity and the host country’s sustainable development goals.

On 11 July 2006, the Kyoto Protocol came into force in Singapore.

This means that Singapore (both the government and private sector com-

panies) is now in a position to participate in the CDM. The interest in the

CDM is two-fold. Renewable energy project developers in Singapore are

keen to qualify as CDM projects as the sale of carbon credits will be an

additional potential revenue stream. It is also “strategic marketing” for

renewable energy project developers to be able to promote the CDM po-

tential of their projects. On the other hand, financiers are keen to invest

in CDM projects in Singapore and beyond. To the extent that these CDM

projects are renewable energy projects, renewable energies are receiving

a boost with the interest to invest in CDM projects. It can be argued that

Singapore’s participation in the Kyoto Protocol opens up another frontier

for the development of renewable energy projects/technologies as well as

in renewable energy financing.

V. CONCLUSION

Singapore is unlikely to become a major user of renewable energy

technologies. It is certainly looking into increasing its use of, for exam-
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ple, solar energy (thermal and photovoltaic) and biomass for electricity

generation. However, this is likely to remain a minor component of Sin-

gapore’s energy profile and Singapore will continue to rely on fossil

fuels to meet its energy demands.

Instead, Singapore has identified that it can contribute to the global ef-

fort to increase renewable energy use by promoting its financial (and other

ancillary) services as well as investing in and supporting R&D. The pre-

sence of both public and private organizations in Singapore that are com-

mitted to promoting renewable energies is heartening and certainly will

boost the interest (and confidence) of the various stakeholders, including

project developers, investors, non-governmental organizations, etc.

Finally, it can be said that we are witnessing the setting-up of infras-

tructure to support the growth of renewable energy use in the Southeast

Asian region. As these foundations are being laid, we can look forward

to a future of more wide-spread employment of renewable energy in

Southeast Asia.
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